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Abstract
Decorrelation Stretch (DStretch)
digital image enhancement plugin is used to evaluate the appearance of retinal and choroidal
vasculature and amplify subtle
retinal pathologies for a clearer
presentation.

Figure 1: (a) The planet Mars. (b) Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity. (NASA photographs)

INTRODUCTION

D

ecorrelation Stretch technology was developed
in 1986 at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory at the
California Institute of Technology.
Decorrelation Stretch, as the name
implies, employs an image-processing algorithm to enhance the color
differences found in a color image,
where each color’s numerical definition is treated as a coordinate in
space. Decorrelation Stretch algorithm moves those points further
apart, making it easier to see differ- Figure 2: (a) Unretouched panoramic view of Mars landscape. (b) DStretch retouched panences between colors and particuoramic view of Mars landscape.
larly specific values on one color.
Decorrelation Stretch was first
Rover Robot images, as well as the recent images sent by
used in remote sensing to amplify multispectral images.
the New Horizons spacecraft, from Pluto.
NASA used it successfully to strengthen Mars Curiosity
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art photographers have employed
DStretch to uncover image details
that are nearly invisible to the
naked eye and to help improve
visualization at archaeological sites
which are difficult to photograph.
METHODS

Figure 3: Image J® software menu.

Patients were photographed
in color with different models
of fundus cameras at a normal
45-degree angle of magnification.
The obtained digital images were
transferred as RGB colorspace,
JPEG image files, to an external
USB Flash Drive and were downloaded and processed on a Mac
Pro 4 computer equipped with
Adobe® PhotoShop® and Image
J® software programs. The images
were not processed with the original fundus camera manufacturers’
computers and software, since
they were not equipped with the
DStretch software.
INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 4: Fifteen DStretch Plugins photographs on an ITBRVO.

DStretch is an image enhancement software plug-in
created by Jon Harman for use in research on ancient pictographs and the enhancement of photographed images
that are faint or barely visible. It is used specifically with
digital color photographs as a plug-in for Image J®, a
public domain image-processing program developed by
Wayne Rasband at the National Institutes of Health. Rock

Use of DStretch can be as simple
as just pressing a button, but it also
contains sophisticated tools for
the manipulation and creation of
false color images. Each image will
enhance differently depending on
the colorspace chosen, the distribution of colors, and whether an
inverse transform is used to map
the decorrelated colors back to the
original. DStretch contains colorspace controls which perform a
decorrelation stretch in the selected
colorspace by calculating the covariance matrix of the image colors
and deriving the transformation
which multiplies the original colors
to produce new, enhanced colors.
DStretch plug-ins: In digital
images, colorspace is an abstract
mathematical model which
describes colors as numbers.
Different colorspaces give different results. Fundus camera images are created and stored in RGB colorspace,
the standard for digital camera images. RGB colorspace
renders all colors related to their proportions of Red,
Green, and Blue. The YDS and LDS colorspaces (custom
colorspaces specific to the DStretch plug-in) are good
for general enhancements and can bring out faint yellow
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Figure 5: Color Fundus Photo of a nevus.
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Figure 6: Four DStretch Plugins of a nevus.

Figure 7: SRNVM with PED: CFP, RF, AF, Early Phase FA, Mid Phase FA, Late Phase FA.
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colors. Other DStretch colorspaces such as YBR and
especially LRE enhance reds. YBK can help with black
and blue colors and also does a good job of enhancing
yellows. The resulting enhanced image is false color, i.e.
the colors in the enhanced image can be radically different from the original camera image.
RESULTS
The images processed with DStretch increased the visibility of subtle structures of the choroidal vasculature.
DStretch enables the user to examine a photograph of

Figure 8: OCT SRNVM with PED.

Figure 9: Six DStretch Plugins photographs of SRNVM with PED.
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the retina and “see” elements not clearly visible in the
original image. It opens up a new level of examining
the various structures. Also, nevus lesions were sharply
demarcated, allowing for a better visualization of the
pigmented lesion, which can be easily measured, to determine changes in color, size or shape over time. The sametechnique could apply to: intraretinal vascular abnormalities, subretinal neovascular membranes, posterior epithelial detachments, choroidal melanomas, and many more.
The results have been revealing and sometimes amazing.
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Figure 10: ERM (Epiretinal Membrane): CFP, RF, AF, Early Phase FA, Mid Phase FA, Late Phase FA.

Figure 11: Six DStretch Plugins photographs of ERM.
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Figure 12: (a) Color Fundus Photo of a macular hole. (b) CFP detail. (c) DStretch detail.

Figure 13: OCT of a macular hole.

a

Figure 14: OCT ERM.

b

c

Figure 15: (a)CFP of IRMAS (Intra Retinal Vascular Abnormalities). (b) DStretch Plugin photograph highlights IRMAS. (c) Fluorescein
Angiography of IRMAS.
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Figure 16: CNVM with RPE Tear. CFP, DStretch, AF, Early Phase FA, Mid Phase FA, Late Phase FA.

DISCUSSION

PROPRIETARY STATEMENT

With the rapid evolution of imaging techniques currently
available for photographing the fundus, I believe there is
a need for these types of digital image processing tools
for the analysis of retina images. Camera manufacturers
might be motivated to incorporate them into their commercial fundus camera models. Individual ophthalmic
photographers can experiment with them and present
their findings to their retina specialists.

I have no financial interest in any commercial products mentioned in this article. Image J® is a free, public domain open
source image-processing software. The DStretch plugins
are available, at no cost, from John Harman’s website.

CONCLUSION
I believe that with time, tools like DStretch will rapidly
attain widespread recognition and acceptance, as an
invaluable research technique within the ophthalmic
community. Because DStretch maximizes color differences, it works significantly better on retina photographs which contain faint red, yellow and/or black
colors. It enables the user to examine a photograph
of a retina while employing eight different colorspace
choices and “see” features not visible in the original
image. Maximized color fundus images of the retina
and choroid are now attainable using Decorrelation
Stretch technology. Some of the findings are enhancements of previous images, while other observations
open up a new level of depicting and examining the
various structures viewed.

PERMISSION
Media Usage Guidelines: NASA Still Images, Audio
Recordings, Video, and Related Computer Files for NonCommercial Use: NASA content – images, audio, video,
and computer files used in the rendition of 3-dimensional models, such as texture maps and polygon data in
any format – generally are not copyrighted. You may use
this material for educational or informational purposes,
including photo collections, textbooks, public exhibits,
computer graphical simulations and Internet Web pages.
This general permission extends to personal Web pages.
DStretch is freely available, but a $50.00 donation
is requested, especially from professionals. See the web
site http://www.DStretch.com for a Paypal donation link.
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